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Power Circuit and Motor-mounted Apparatus

See General Information for Power Circuit and Motor-mounted Apparatus

SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC INDUSTRIES S A, DBA TELEMECANIQUE
8001 Knightdale Blvd
Knightdale, NC 27545 USA

Busbar systems
Model(s) Series AK5

Busbars
Model(s) AK5JB-133, AK5JB-134, AK5JB-135, AK5JB-140, AK5JB-143, AK5JB-144, AK5JB-145, AK5JB-146, AK5JB-149

Linear power supplies, open type
Model(s) ABL8 FEQ24005, ABL8 FEQ24010, ABL8 FEQ24020, ABL8 FEQ24040, ABL8 FEQ24060, ABL8 FEQ24100, ABL8 FEQ24150, ABL8 FEQ24200, ABL8 TEQ24100, ABL8 TEQ24200, ABL8 TEQ24300, ABL8 TEQ24400, ABL8 TEQ24600

Plates
Model(s) AK5PA211 N1, AK5PA211 N2, AK5PA211 N3, AK5PA211 Ph12, AK5PA211 Ph13, AK5PA211 Ph13, AK5PA211 Ph3, AK5PA231, AK5PA2311, AK5PA232, AK5PA2312, AK5PA2312S, AK5PA232, AK5PA232S, AK5PA241, AK5PA242, AK5PA5312, AK5PA532, AK5PA542, PE17, PE27

Plugs
Model(s) AK5, followed by PC, followed by -12, -12PH, -13, -14, -32L, -32LPH, -33, -33L, -34, -34L, -131, -331, may be followed by S124.

Power supplies
Model(s) ABL1 REM-24025, ABL1 REM12050, ABL1 REM12083, ABL1 REM24042, ABL1 REM24062, ABL1 REM24100, ABL1 RPM12050, ABL1 RPM24025, ABL1 RPM24042, ABL1 RPM24062, ABL1 RPM24100, ABL1-RPM12083
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